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Middle East's drone race and implication of 
weaponization on the security landscape

La carrera de los drones en Oriente Medio y la implicación del armamento en 
el panorama de la seguridad

Abstract: With the advancements in technological wars, 
autonomous systems and their impact on the future security 
infrastructure have increased the defense debate. Lately, Unmanned 
Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) have fascinated experts, engineers, and 
scholars due to their application in security, lethal military 
operations, and emergency scenarios, where they can be deployed in 
hostile environments. The capacity of militarized drones to perform 
stealth reconnaissance missions and launch precision attacks opens 
an all-new debate on the future security environment of the Middle 
East region; hence, this research aims to identify the security benefits 
as well as the risks of utilizing UAVs, the level at which they have 
penetrated, and how they have been created controversies over the 
last decade in the region. The study will also utilize the qualitative 
research methodology in a cross-sectional approach to analyze 
and draw conclusions, this paper will try to put into context both 
strategic benefits and threats to aid future researchers identify 
implications of UAVs in the targeted region for further study.
Keywords: Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV). United Arab 
Emirates (U.A.E.). Drones. Security. Warfare.

Resumen: Con los avances en las guerras tecnológicas, los sistemas 
autónomos y su impacto en la futura infraestructura de seguridad 
han aumentado el debate sobre la defensa. Últimamente, los 
Vehículos Aéreos No Tripulados (VANTs) han fascinado a expertos, 
ingenieros y académicos debido a su aplicación en seguridad, 
operaciones militares letales y escenarios de emergencia en los que 
pueden implantarse en entornos hostiles. La capacidad de los drones 
militarizados para realizar misiones de reconocimiento sigilosas y 
lanzar ataques de precisión abre un nuevo debate sobre el futuro 
entorno de seguridad de la región de Oriente Medio; Por lo tanto, 
esta investigación tiene como objetivo identificar los beneficios de 
la seguridad, así como los riesgos de la utilización de los vehículos 
aéreos no tripulados, el nivel en el que han penetrado, y cómo han 
estado creando controversia durante la última década en la región. 
El estudio también utilizará una metodología de investigación 
cualitativa con un enfoque transversal para analizar y extraer 
conclusiones, este artículo intentará contextualizar los beneficios 
estratégicos y las amenazas para ayudar a los futuros investigadores a 
identificar las implicaciones de los vehículos aéreos no tripulados en 
la región objetivo para un estudio más profundizado. 
Palabras clave: Vehículos Aéreos No Tripulados (VANT). Emiratos 
Árabes Unidos (EAU). Drones. Seguridad. Guerra. 
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1 Introduction

Artif icial intelligence (A.I.) has been quite promising, deterministic, and capable 
of providing practical solutions to transform several sectors and industries globally. It has 
made autonomous technology possible, and its impact has been felt in the military and 
security sectors. It has remarkably changed the security dynamics in the Middle East, where 
the AI-powered, remotely operated UAVs have been used by foreign powers like the U.S. to 
f ight the Islamic States and by regional powerhouses to serve their geopolitical ambitions. 
However, there is a lot of instability raised by the proliferation and diffused artif icial 
intelligence inside these drones, causing differences among various strategic powers. 
Technology has played a signif icant role in aiding military actions for both lethal attacks 
and counter defence Measures.

Figure 1 - Global Hawk

Source: Guilmartins (2020).

In simple terms, a UAV can be def ined as a device that can be guided remotely or 
operated automatically to a target position by its owner, works with electronic transmit-
ters and remote controllers (BURTON, 2019). As far as the physical conditions of these 
aerial vehicles are concerned, they can be as big as the smallest helicopters, or they can be 
small that can be held in the hands (JOHNSON, 2019). Historically, the De Havilland 
DH.82B Queen Bee aircraft flown using a low-cost radio-control developed for aerial target 
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practice is considered by many to be the f irst modern drone. The f irst use in writing was 
in 1946 (CUSTERS, 2016) where the Austrian navy launched balloon carriers in Venice 
(HALLION, 2003). The technology was developed further during and after World War I 
and World War II and over the 1900s. Today, they are sophisticated aerial vehicles with came-
ras and sensors providing real-time intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance (I.S.R.) 
capabilities to multi-location receivers. They also have in-flight sensors and controls to per-
form manoeuvres around obstacles. In recent times, the use of UAVs for targeted military 
and terrorist attacks has risen. For example, the assassination of Briton Riyadh Khan by the 
Royal Air Force and the Assassination of Soleimani, Leader of the Quads force in Iran's 
revolution guards, etc. 

Pesquisas recentes descobriram que os drones de combate são estratégicos para per-
mitir que os Recent research has found that combat drones are strategic in enabling state 
actors to be more vigilant towards terrorism and security. The global market for drone pro-
curement is anticipated to reach US$21 billion by 2025, and the Gulf region is no excep-
tion. The United Arab Emirates, particularly, had been found encouraging towards building 
their technologies connected to the development of UAVs and improving regulations to 
deal with such devices on the border regions. China was one of the greatest dealers in this 
technology in the international markets by massively producing and supplying armed and 
surveillance drones for security watch purposes (OKPALEKE, 2021). The U.A.E.'s drone 
stock include Wing Loong" series and "Cai-Hong (CH) 4B" recognized under the Chengdu 
Aircraft industrial group and (C.A.S.C.) (BORSARI, 2021). The country also plans to buy 
18 sophisticated armed MQ-9B aerial drones from the U.S. to be delivered by 2029. 

The studies note that the vital function of drones coming into the gulf region is 
intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance (I.S.R.), which promise to improve situa-
tional awareness on the battlef ield; these war gadgets are scalable to meet various military 
applications. Many regional governments utilize the technology in their counter-terrorism 
campaigns and against domestic threats. For example, Saudi Arabia and U.A.E. had been 
deploying UAVs in their war against Houthis in Yemen. In addition to Chinese and U.S. sys-
tems, Abu Dhabi and Riyadh are strengthening their domestic UAV industries. They have 
invested in indigenous models such as the Emirate Yabhon series, produced by A.D.C.O.M. 
Systems, and the Saudi Saker family (BORSARI, 2021). Israel, by far, is the dominant cou-
ntry in drone technology innovation and exports up to 60% of global UAVs. Meanwhile, 
Turkey has been a big supplier of drones in Qatar, Tunisia, and Libya's internationally 
recognized Government of National Accord (GNA).

But in the Middle East, the proliferation of armed drones and missile capabilities, 
also by non-state actors, has quickly become a top issue on the agenda. The drone warfare 
that took off in 2002 turned out to be Pandora's box; as we see, now many types and sizes of 
drones are being deployed in various missions (REINL, 2019). Drones are rapidly becoming 
powerful tools in the Geopolitical dynamics, with countries like Iran developing indigenous 
strike-capable platforms for combat and direct attack purposes such as the Ababil-3T and its 
most combat-tested UAV - Shaed-129. Non-state actors' use of weaponized UAVs is a recent 
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phenomenon that has mainly taken place since August 2016 and almost exclusively only 
occurs in the Middle East (BENKENDORFER, 2021). The most recent attacks represent 
a considerable upgrade in the sophistication of the drones used by radical groups. UAVs 
offer non-state groups a tactical advantage and can dramatically improve their capabilities 
on the battlef ield. The major challenges arising from these developments will deepen the 
intra-Arab divide and make the legal oversight of these drones diff icult. Today, the UAVs 
has induced a transformation in the regional security realm by making it more asymmetrical. 

2 Develop

2.1 Research Gap 

This research study will explore and analyze the strategic and operational value 
of using these unmanned armed vehicles in the middle eastern countries in serving various 
purposes, including security, lethal, targeted assassinations, intelligence gathering, target 
f inding, and lastly, in investigative procedures. However, the biggest reason why this advan-
ced technology is accepted worldwide is the eff iciency it comes with its cost, reliability over 
artif icial intelligence, or the risk mitigation towards security risks, which have been prefer-
red globally (BORSARI, 2021).

UAVs greatly changed the security environment in the 21st century, especially since the 
technology has reached the hands of non-state actors. A key aspect of this research paper will 
focus on the implications of drone technology in the regional security environment and evolving 
challenges and possible solutions to the strategic threat to stability and peace in the region. 

2.2 Research Aim and Objectives

This research study aims to understand and investigate the security implications of 
UAV application in the Middle East, focusing on the U.A.E. The study aims to achieve the same 
through the following objectives:

• Identifying the security advantages and disadvantages of using Unmanned 
Aerial Vehicles (UAV), in the Middle East, specif ically in the U.A.E. region.

• Identifying the possible challenges, risks, and hazards, which can occur during 
the use of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV).

• To analyze the implications of using these automated armed aerial vehicles for 
political and security reasons and the impact of use by non-state actors.

• To analyze two case studies where the UAVs application was used for strategic 
advantage by state actors and non-state violent groups. 
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2.3 Research Questions

1. What are the consequences and evolving challenges of using Unmanned Aerial 
Vehicles (UAV) for military and security-related activities?

2. What kind of advantages can be accomplished using Unmanned Aerial Vehicles 
(UAV) in security applications?

3. What are the impacts of using Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV) on the political 
and security dynamics of the region?

2.4 Research Methodology

The research will be carried out on a desk-based methodology. It will use secondary 
data (qualitative data) to investigate and analyze the application and implications of UAVs in 
the Middle East region. The research Research Methodology strategy will adopt a cross-sectio-
nal approach due to the factors of time constraint and availability of data basically by secondary 
means. Levin (2006) explains that studies adopting a cross-sectional approach are carried out 
within a specif ic period. The reason behind selecting this method is the sensitivity of the topic 
and the availability of a vast database of related studies, which will be enough to research impli-
cations and strategies, and how they are being utilized around the Middle East. The research 
will have the following flow features:

1. Collecting data and information on UAVs' applications and security implications 
from various textbooks, journals, related research studies, online sources, organization 
websites, military & paramilitary websites, and government agencies.

2. Investigating, analyzing, and scrutinizing (critical observation) collected data and 
information from various textbooks, journals, related research studies, online sources, 
organization websites, military & paramilitary websites, and government agencies.

3. Researching and analyzing the concepts, functions, challenges, risks related to 
applications of drones from various textbooks, journals, related research studies, on-
line sources, organization websites, military & paramilitary websites, and government 
agencies.

4. Relaying findings and making citations to references gotten from all the sources 
used in this study.

5. Concluding and making recommendations about the research study.
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Figure 2 – Methodology workflow

Source: The author (2021).

2.5 Research Study Area

The research will focus on the Middle East region. The Middle East region refers 
to countries around the Arabian Gulf region; it spans from Western Asia toward Northern 
Africa to Egypt and Sudan. The region has over 18 countries, of which the majority belong 
to the Arab nations league and are Muslims by religion. Among nations in the Middle East 
are Saudi Arabia, U.A.E., Iraq, Iran, Egypt, Turkey, Yemen, Kuwait, Oman, Afghanistan, 
etc. The region is relatively characterized by the high level of conflicts, wars, and political 
instabilities, ranging from the Israeli- Arab conflict, Taliban-US wars, ISIS terrorism, Syria 
war, several assassination attempts, various suicide bombings, etc. Hence, the alert (security 
awareness) and the security risk around the region cannot be overemphasized. The study 
will analyze two case studies, focusing on the application of drones in operation, revealing 
where the technology (UAV device) has impacted positively and where it has impacted nega-
tively in the Middle East and used by state and non-state actors.
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Figure 3 – Map of the Middle East

Source: World Atlas (2021).

2.6 Literature Review and Theoretical framework

During the evolution phase of any technology, there are multiple elements to study to 
understand its value and impact on the world. Drones have continued to see advancements in 
the form and capabilities and their scope of use over the last century. But the rapid proliferation 
lately has raised a lot of debate among academics, government, security experts, and legislatures. 
This paper has drawn five elements that have influenced the development and proliferation of 
drone technologies in the Middle East: a technical element which is related to how improve-
ments have been made to the working capabilities of UAV; the business element, which shows 
how much has been spent or made from selling and buying of UAV; the strategic element that 
analyses how countries leverage the technology; the legal element which relates to the judicial 
implications; and finally, the social element referring to the public safety and perception. 

Practically, with the widespread instability and ongoing rift between countries in the 
Middle East, there have been reports of numerous UAV attacks in defense, assassinations, aerial 
bombing operations, and other minor conflicts, etc., and in (military operations) carried out by 
the government forces, anti-government groups, insurgents, terrorists. 
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2.7 Drones Technology Advancements

The combination of how the UAV is being used for several military purposes has impro-
ved the existing hardware and software, earning the term 'capability maturity model' of a tech-
nology (ROUSE, 2007). They have been widely accepted in the military world over the last two 
decades, and the success of their applications or operations is growing. Meanwhile, the establish-
ment of unmanned aircraft in non-military roles have also begun to emerge massively. According 
to data from Globe Newswire (GLOBAL…, 2018), the global military drone market size is pro-
jected to reach $23.78 billion by 2027. Military spending also tends to come in larger increments, 
as a single U.S. Predator drone costs approximately $4 million. UAVs appear in different types, 
aerodynamic models, shapes, and sizes, depending on their functionality, job description, loca-
tion/ environment, and target type. In the modern world, UAVs makes a lot of sense, especially on 
the battlefield. They are highly convenient since you don't have to worry about deploying people 
behind enemy lines. Evolving technologies include A.I. to recognize and respond to threats auto-
nomously, saving battery power using perching and resting technology, airborne communication, 
and satellite linking (SARKAR, 2021). 

Figure 4 – Types of military UAVs

 Source: Brown (2012).
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Some experts and engineers have categorized UAVs/drones based on size, range, 
and configuration constraints. Figure 3 shows an overview of different kinds of UAVs cate-
gorized based on size, endurance, and configuration in a tabular form (PENNSYLVANIA 
STATE UNIVERSITY, 2018; MAIRAJ; BABA; JAVAID, 2019; SNOW, 2018). 

In most instances, the application and type of operation are mostly dependent on 
the size. For example, larger drones are used in military and combat operations, while smaller 
drones are used for security surveillance, agriculture activities, academic research, wildlife 
monitoring, and entertainment. Similarly, in terms of endurance, the UAVs with greater 
endurance f ind their applications in surveillance missions. In contrast, the smaller UAVs 
work well for traff ic monitoring and entertainment (MAIRAJ; BABA; JAVAID, 2019). 

As far as applications are concerned, UAVs have performed many tasks in recent 
times in various sectors; it has been found to develop economy, create opportunities, assist 
in different kinds of surveillance, investigations, delivery services, traff ic management acti-
vities, accessing of dangerous, hazardous environments, hitting of targets in inaccessible 
areas, visual capture of inaccessible area and timing constraint, locating of survivors and 
tracking of crime/criminals, etc. 

Figure 5 – Commercial drone Hardware shipment, and total revenue (hardware + services), 
world market 2018-2025.

Source: Nguyen e Nguyen (2021).
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2.8 Drone penetration in the region

This decade saw constant extensive, embracing and distributing unmanned aerial 
vehicles for recreational, commercial, civil, education, law enforcement, and national secu-
rity applications, with an expected revenue/ income of about 12 billion dollars globally by 
2021. Today, drone machinery is no longer constrained to its application in the military, 
entertainment, security surveillance, and meteorology. The massive availability of UAV toys 
has made it easy to be purchased for as little as hundreds of dollars nowadays for any inten-
ded purpose. Thus, the commercial drone market was projected to maintain overgrowing 
over the next few years while giving opportunities to several industry co-operators, attaining 
a global income/ revenue of $13.7 billion by 2025 (NGUYEN; NGUYEN, 2021).

Saudi Arabia operates one of the largest and most modern in the Middle East and 
has purchased a few armed drones, particularly in China. The U.A.E. also has been develo-
ping drone capabilities, particularly with the Wing Loong series produced by the Chengdu 
Aircraft Industry Group. However, both countries have begun manufacturing their UAVs. 
So far, the acquisition of armed UAV capabilities has not altered how the country perceives 
the tools of airpower nor the sort of strike operations it conducts. Other middle nations have 
also embraced this move like Iran, Yemen, Iraq, U.A.E., Syria, Qatar, Kuwait, etc. However, 
due to ongoing conflicts and violent actors adopting the technology in the Middle East, the 
strategic importance of UAV platforms has expanded in the defense apparatus of numerous 
states. This tendency is particularly observable in the Middle East, where military UAVs 
accounted for about 82% of the overall regional drone market in 2019. Available data indi-
cate that since the introduction of military UAVs in the MENA market space, regional cou-
ntries (excluding Israel) have plausibly spent at least $1.5 billion purchasing these platforms 
(BORSARI, 2021). 

The UAVs has been used to carry lethal target attacks on rival nations' armies, ter-
rorists, infrastructures, oil and gas facilities, and most often for assassination purposes by 
releasing or controlling them to target locations (WASSEF, 2021). They are also used to 
deliver military apparatus (guns, bullets, magazines, explosives, arsenals, P.P.E., and food & 
medical relief materials) to soldiers in inaccessible areas like bushes, mountains, desert areas 
during operations.

For example, Saudi Arabia has been heavily involved in campaigns against ISIS in 
Iraq as part of the US-led coalition for more than four years, as well as its f ight against Iranian-
backed rebel Houthi f ighters in Yemen, prompting the Saudi military to acquire more drones 
recently, increasing its drone defense forces at the Sharora and Jizan air bases near the Yemen 
border. Thus, in the Middle East, the procurement of UAVs (armed drones) seems to have 
increased, with countries, driving prestige, lethal military attacks, a domestic defence indus-
try as part of an ambitious wider national development plan (DORNERS, 2021). Recently, 
armed UAVs have begun to change the way airpower campaigns are viewed in the Middle 
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East. Their massive acquisitions have been caused by an improvement in military opera-
tion's requirements due to conceptual future military and defence/ security operations, 
especially Iran, which openly show their massive purchase, production, and use of UAVs 
recently. Examples of the armed UAVs predominantly in the Middle East are Global Hawk, 
Wing Loong, CH-4B, Predator A, Harfang, RQ-7 shadow, Fire Scout, etc. (FAHLSTROM; 
GLEASON, 2012).

Figure 6 - Description of Wing Loong UAV.

Source: RUSI (2021).

2.9 Advantages and disadvantages of UAVs

Most of the advantages of drones are drawn from their initial intended functions 
ranging from package delivery, surveillance, tracking of crimes and criminals, investigation 
activities, search activities, rescue operations, etc. The foremost advantage and reason for 
utilizing drones in the conflict region was its ability to access targets in dangerous areas 
without the risk of loss of lives during operations. Ann Rogers notes that drones offer 
three clear benef its over manned systems: Access, persistence, and accuracy. She notes in 
her analysis that drones have become an increasingly attractive option for policy-makers 
and military commanders alike while also concluding that drones cause signif icant loss of 
civilian life amid much controversy (ROGERS, 2014). They present invaluable real-time 
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intelligence akin to watching high-def inition television and sensors that collect a wide range 
of signals intelligence. They also offer persistence in the target area and material flexibility to 
strike if the rules of engagement allow. These traits created an evolution in warfare in a per-
missive environment, allowing tracking of high-value targets and f inishing with a precision 
strike upon meeting def ined criteria (NEMETH, 2017). However, there are a few noted 
disadvantages and vulnerabilities, such as the inability to operate in a contested environ-
ment, potential susceptibility to cyber and electronic warfare attacks, and manpower and 
frequency spectrum intensity, to name a few.

Being a cheap tool that can be easily modif ied as a weapon has perhaps made 
Criminals and terrorist groups use UAVs. However, the biggest disadvantage in security 
applications remains their widespread availability and easy scalability. And recent years have 
seen the use of drones by terrorist organizations. The f irst successful and signif icant use of 
drones to attack rival forces by a non-state actor was carried out by Hezbollah agents in Syria 
in late September 2014 (ALMOHAMMAD; SPECKHARD, 2017). This has opened a new 
race for counter-drone technologies globally.

2.10 Challenges related to weaponization

Over the past few decades, UAV technology has been remarkable. But so has its accom-
panying controversy. Two major challenges are proliferation and weaponization by non-state 
actors like terrorists and radical groups.

Non-state Actors: It is believed that the Iranian regime provides drones used by Hezbollah, 
Hamas, and Houthi. Unlike these terrorist organizations, ISIS developed its drone program using 
off-the-shelf commercial drones. The group increasingly used drone-based operations, including 
surveillance, command and control, and attacks. These published pictures and videos were largely 
employed for propaganda purposes (ALMOHAMMAD; SPECKHARD, 2017).

However, the Houthi insurgency against the Government of Yemen and the Saudi-led 
coalition is unique in that weaponized UAVs give the insurgency an aerial advantage to strike 
from extremely long ranges. According to Metz, modern insurgencies play a strategic role. They 
are important because of the links to transnational terrorism and the ability to project lon-
g-range attacks using terrorist methods against countries that assist the government they are 
fighting (BENKENDORFER, 2021). The critical role drones played in the war on terror for 
the U.S. after 9/11 has transitioned to more complex dynamics; since the attacks of September 
11, 2001, and the onset of the war on terror, weaponized drones have effectuated thousands 
of strikes in numerous countries spanning multiple continents during acclaimed non-interna-
tional armed conflict with "Al-Qaeda, the Taliban, and their associated forces" (SWAN, 2019). 
However, in an age of expanding weaponized drone proliferation in the region, where both state 
and non-state actors have been weaponizing the system, the legal and regulatory framework of 
such technology remains premature, raising the rule of law concerns, potentially setting a trou-
bling precedent for other state and non-state actors. 
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Public safety: Despite their foremost advantage in saving lives of boots on the ground 
(soldiers) in dangerous missions and targeted strikes, UAVs have also raised questions around 
their capabilities to infer the right target. A Bureau of Investigative Journalism report says that 
from 2009 through 2015, at least 372 drone strikes were carried out in Pakistan/Afghanistan, 
resulting in at least 2,084 total casualties, of which at least 246 were civilians. 

Cyber Threat: Even though drones present many gains, they also encounter cyber 
threats and cyber attacks such as global position system jamming and spoofing, Wi-Fi security 
issues, sensor security concerns, Bluetooth security, UAV network security, and malicious atta-
cks. UAVs incorporate high-accuracy cameras, sensors, and recorders that store images, signals, 
and voice notes, respectively, both remotely and precisely. If hacked can lead to leakage of data 
and information important for national security. 

2.11 UAVs: Strategic Aspect 

As a result of the increased deployment of drones in the Middle East and Gulf area, 
there has been an increase in security diff iculties, wars, conflicts, and terrorism. The Middle 
East is still a dangerous militarized region, with major wars and active combat zones domi-
nating the region's political landscape. As a result, studying Middle Eastern foreign affairs 
has been dubbed the study of interstate warfare. So, most Middle Eastern literature has 
concentrated on the chronology of Arab-Israeli conflicts, the Israeli invasion of Lebanon in 
1982 and Gulf War I, notably among battles of a preceding era: civil war in northern Yemen 
and Lebanese Civil War, Iraq revolution and Gulf War, Iran-Iraq war. These conflicts have 
served as barometers for gauging the region's history and importance (SASLI; JACOBI, 
2002). Middle Eastern nations, such as Saudi Arabia and the United Arab Emirates, use 
drones to tighten their control over mountain borders to deter inf iltration, particularly by 
al-Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula, violent groups. The Experts say that Gulf countries' air 
force procurement is changing, responding to the region's dual-energy security goals and 
economic diversif ication. Gulf nations are increasingly looking to construct their national 
military-technical and industrial bases. These recent advances in the procurement of the 
Gulf Air Force will undoubtedly have a substantial influence on the global arms trade and 
accompanying power dynamics. Saudi Arabia's Saudi Military Industries Company is an 
important part of the Kingdom's Vision 2030, while the U.A.E. has announced the develo-
pment of EDGE, the region's f irst military conglomerate. Qatar looks to be contemplating 
similar means of economic diversif ication, maybe with the assistance of Turkey. Security 
has also been improved for Gulf Arab states because of diversifying their defense industry. 
By not depending on just one partner, they've been able to gain the backing of many other 
nations, which has given them relative independence.
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This year's drone attack targeting Saudi Arabia has again brought in political and 
security perceptions for the region and opened a discussion on its expansive impact on the 
global security sphere; the proliferation and the use of missiles and drones undermine the 
security and stability of the region. 

With further advancements in UAV technology, their strategic role in the regional 
security and political role. According to reports, their strike and reconnaissance operations 
will also undergo some changes in the future and their strategic application. Suppose there's 
one lesson to be learned from Turkey's UAV activity in Syria. In that case, it's that costly 
UAVs/drones like the Anka or Orion shouldn't be used for close support because they're 
expensive, don't carry enough weapons, and are easy targets. Instead, we believe it would 
be more prudent to arm the large, heavy drones and have them fly at higher, safer altitudes, 
while smaller drones fly at lower altitudes searching for targets and attracting ground f ire for 
the higher-flying drones to detect and then aim in the future (SARKAR, 2021). 

O ataque de drones deste ano contra a Arábia Saudita trouxe novamente percep-
ções políticas e de segurança para a região e abriu uma discussão sobre seu amplo impacto na 
esfera de segurança global; a proliferação e o uso de mísseis e drones minam a segurança e a 
estabilidade da região. 

2.11.1 Case Study 1: State Action using UAV

For the past two decades, the Middle East and countries including the U.A.E., Saudi 
Arabia, Israel, and Turkey have been accumulating their military technologies, including 
UAVs from China and the U.S. Their primary advantage is the capability to be controlled 
remotely without risking and endangering the lives of a country's forces and military appa-
ratus (KONDOCH, 2020). Turkey is slowly catching up to the United States and Israel as 
the world's leading sellers of surveillance drones by producing and exporting its indigenous 
systems. UAVs are considered a vital tool for military actions; however, they have become a 
powerful tool for political means. 

The most impactful leveraging of UAV technology by a state actor was seen in how 
Turkey's mid-altitude drones Bayraktar TB2 and Anka played a central role in shifting Libya's 
civil war in favour of the Turkish-backed government based in the capital, Tripoli. A signal 
moment for the drone program occurred when 36 Turkish soldiers were killed in a Syrian airs-
trike (said by Turkey) in Syria's northern Idlib province. In this rebel stronghold, Turkey had 
deployed troops. It was the highest death toll Turkey's armed forces had suffered in decades. 
Hundreds of Syrian soldiers were "neutralized" following this by coordinated drone attacks 
using TB2, a strategic-class drone with high payload capacity, air-to-air and air-to-ground attack 
capabilities, mission interoperability with fighter jets and fully autonomous flight and take-off 
control systems, which provides the Turkish armed forces high-level ISTAR and strike capabi-
lities that only Israel (and the U.S.) currently possess. Aerial of these attacks' footage posted by 
the ministry showed a series of targets as explosions destroyed them. But the crucial role these 
TB2 drones played in the six-week conflict between Azerbaijan and Armenia over the disputed 
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territory of Nagorno-Karabakh brought new prominence to Turkey's drone program. Experts 
believe that Turkey's drone attack demonstrated a sophisticated capability to coordinate the 
growing drone fleet with other weapons, a conceptual breakthrough in the strategic advantage 
UAVs present on the battlefield. 

UAVs have become useful tools for politicians by providing tangible results without 
any meaningful human engagement. The def inition of war and politics was never so close as 
it is now to the Clausewitzian concept that "the war is the continuation of politics by other 
means." It is one of the greatest advantages of the future of war that limits human losses by 
allowing a machine to perform missions that would traditionally have involved troops or 
human pilots. This advantage will provide the impetus for the coming revolution in remote 
warfare. The apparatus's strategic, tactical and political eff iciency has been demonstrated in 
three conflicts Turkey is currently involved in, the civil wars in Libya and Syria and, most 
prominently, the recent outbreak of war in Nagorno-Karabakh. UAVs are an essential tool 
for the regional states to keep watch in the sky for any military or security threats. 

Figure 7 – Drone Turco Bayraktar TB2

Source: Daily Sabah, (2021).
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2.11.2 Case Study 2: Drone Insurgency by Non-State Actors

In January 2019, armed drones owned by Houthis killed several Yemeni government 
off icials. This was one of the initial cases where violent, non-state successfully deployed dro-
nes to carry out precision-targeted operations. The Houthis are an Iran-aligned armed rebel 
movement that has been f ighting to overthrow the Yemeni government. The attack killed at 
least 6 Saudi-backed Yemeni forces members. The drone in question was an Iranian Ababil-T 
from the Ababil II family of drones, strike-capable platforms for combat and direct attack 
purposes. In September of the same year, the Houthis, with alleged support from Iran, were 
suspected of attacking the world's largest oil-processing facility in Saudi Arabia. While their 
precise tactical capabilities are unclear, the rebel group claims to possess several short-range 
ballistic missiles (S.R.B.M.s) with ranges from 30 km (18 miles) to 1,000 km (620 miles). 
With help from Iran, the group also claims to possess several indigenously produced drones 
ranging from 15 km (9 miles) to 500 km (310 miles). According to the U.N., the new long-
-range UAV - Samad can fly up to 1,200-1,500 km (745 to 932 miles) - putting Riyadh, Abu 
Dhabi, and Dubai within range.

The Islamic State made ground-breaking use of commercial drones in waging an 
aerial bombardment campaign against U.S.-led forces in their defense of Mosul in 2016 
and 2017. However, they could also modify them to create a novel weapons system that 
many experts identif ied as the "most daunting threat". In the following year, I.S. conduc-
ted between 60 and 100 aerial drone bombing attacks a month. Most recently, in August, 
weaponized drones were used to attack Jizan Airport in Saudi Arabia. This resulted in regio-
nal and international countries voicing support for Saudi Arabia, retaliating with airstrikes 
against the militia group. Other non-state actors, such as Hezbollah, have also developed 
UAV capabilities. Besides I.S.R. and strike purposes, the I.S. and Hezbollah have also used 
drones for propaganda, indicating expansion of their drone capabilities in the future that 
could deeply impact the regional security landscape.

These recent developments have also resulted in civil-society groups, such as 
Human Rights Watch, and disarmament advocates calling for multilateral action to create 
stronger international norms on developing and using UAV technologies. Supporting such 
action, more research is needed on how non-state groups adopt technologies and how parti-
cular contexts encourage the development and use of these weapon systems.
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3 Conclusion and Recommendation

The globe is now arriving in an era with Unmanned Aerial Vehicles/drones as tech-
nology in the race for creating a criterion for global competition. It massively influences 
how the military offense and defense mechanisms are being carried out during conflicts and 
rivalries. The middle east has been characterized heavily by a lot of its crises, conflicts, wars, 
and terrorism in recent times and before, most nations carried out their military offense 
and defense with the application of lethal UAV, hence the reason for the drastic demand 
for these devices around the geography of the study area. Nonetheless, the propagation of 
lethal drones has been escorted by its rapid adaptation to new, and perhaps surprisingly, 
civilian commercial drones, which have altered the market dynamics of the device in terms 
of production, demand, and supply. The world is seeing an increase in demand for UAVs 
for commercial/ business applications and its development of new types and forms to meet 
demands in various sectors and industries, especially the military sector. This has given rise 
to the massive investment being inputted into the drone business. The Middle East nations 
are now following the pathway of China and Russia in outlying billions of investments to 
meet up with the United States' investment in research, production, and development for 
UAV/drone technology. The growing use of UAVs by non-state actors pose a global threat 
as these UAV technologies are scalable. There is a need for multilateral dialogue and action 
to contain drone use within the hand of state actors and unif ied action for counter-UAV 
technologies. The high complexities in the regional power dynamics have also motivated 
major states to improve security self-reliance. The regional states will likely keep investing 
massively in the military complexes of the international powers that collectively ensure their 
security, which also means the pervasiveness of UAV use by criminal and violent radical 
groups. Therefore, the study will recommend more international and national policies to 
regulate the production, sale/purchase, and use of UAVs as a lethal weapon via regulations, 
f ines, penalties, and sanctions, to control how UAVs are used. And multilateral dialogue and 
action by regional and international security players in f ighting the drone menace. This will 
assist against the uncontrollable use of technology for ill-gains and crimes against humanity.
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